SCAN FOR VIDEO :

1. IN THE BOX
CONTAINS

QUANTITY.

Protection Screen

1

C - Clamps

2

P - Clamps

2

L - Brackets

2

C-CLAMPS

P-CLAMPS

L-BRACKETS

2. SETUP
Take the screen out of the box and unfold.
Identify the bottom edge by finding the floor protectors and trade slots.
Set up in a position that fits your counter requirements with the bottom edge facing
down.
Make sure at least one edge or corner of the screen is touching an edge of the
countertop. This helps in case stabilising with clamps is necessary.

3. SOME COMMON FREESTANDING CONFIGURATIONS ARE

PORTABLE PARTITIONS

3. STABILISING
If necessary clamp the screen into position against an edge of your countertop.
We recommend to clamp on 2 corner joints with P clamps and add an additional C
clamp for any middle point. If you only clamp on one side don't over tighten.
Keep in mind P clamps only fit on the outside corner joints of the screen.
C clamps fit anywhere along the bottom edge using the sliding nuts or corner joints.
You may also drill the screen into place using the L brackets (99% cases not required).
Setup and stabilising explainer videos are available at www.portablepartitions.com.au
HOW TO USE A P CLAMP

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Put the bolt into the corner joint until the top nut lines up with the bottom of the desk.
Then use the bottom nut to secure the platform in a horizontal position. Finally slightly
tighten the second bolt taking care of not over tightening.
HOW TO USE A C CLAMP

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Use the bolt and washer to attach the C clamp to the partition. This can be done on the
corner joints or anywhere along the bottom edge using the sliding nuts. Place the C
clamp in place and tighten the bolt to clamp the counter.

